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We study the two-fold dimensional dependence of the elec-
tromagnetic duality groups. We introduce the dual projection
operation that systematically discloses the presence of an in-
ternal space of potentials where the group operation is de-
fined. A two-fold property of the kernel in the projection is
shown to define the dimensional dependence of the duality
groups. The dual projection is then generalized to reveal an-
other hidden two-dimensional structure. The new unifying
concept of the external duality space remove the dimensional
dependence of the kernel, allowing the presence of both Z2
and SO(2) duality groups in all even dimensions. This result,
ultimately unifies the notion of selfduality to all D=2k+2 di-
mensions. Finally, we show the presence of an unexpected
duality between the internal and external spaces leading to a
duality of the duality groups.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to study the dimensional depen-
dence of the electromagnetic duality. The problem with
the space-time dimensionality is a crucial one that has
obscured the understanding of duality with technicalities
and misconceptions. The distinction among the differ-
ent even dimensions is manifest by the following double
duality relation,
∗∗F =
{
+F, if D = 4k + 2
−F, if D = 4k
(1)
where ∗ denotes the usual Hodge operation and F is a
D
2 -form. This leads to two, apparently independent, diffi-
culties. First, the concept of selfduality seems to be well
defined only in twice odd dimensions, and not present
in the twice even cases. Second, (1) apparently leads
to separate consequences regarding the duality groups in
these cases. The invariance of the actions in different
D-dimensions is preserved by the following groups,
Gd =
{
Z2, if D = 4k + 2
SO(2), if D = 4k
(2)
which are called the “duality groups”. The Z2 is a dis-
crete group with two elements. The duality operation is
characterized by a one-parameter SO(2) group of symme-
try in D=4k dimensions, while for D=4k+2 dimensions
it is manifest by a discrete Z2 operation. This leads to
the prejudice that only the 4 dimensional Maxwell the-
ory and its 4k extensions would possess duality as a sym-
metry, while for the 2 dimensional scalar theory and its
4k+2 extensions duality is not even definable. This two-
fold dependence of duality with dimensionality has been
tackled by algebraic methods, but its physical origin has
not been questioned yet.
A solution for the first problem came with the recog-
nition of a 2-dimensional internal structure hidden in the
space of potentials [1–3]. Transformations in this internal
duality space have extended the concept of selfduality to
all even dimensions. In the D=4 the explicitly self-dual
Maxwell theory is known under the names of Schwarz
and Sen [3] [4], but this deep unifying concept has also
been appreciated by others [1,2]. Recently this author
[5] has developed a systematic method for obtaining and
investigating different aspects of duality symmetric ac-
tions that embraces all dimensions. It contains two basic
points; a field redefinition and the soldering formalism
[6]. The redefinition of the fields in the first-order form
of the action naturally discloses the 2-dimensional inter-
nal structure hidden into the theory. It is crucial to note
that this procedure produces two distinct classes of dual
theories characterized by the opposite signatures of the
(2x2) matrices in the internal space. These actions cor-
respond to selfdual and anti-selfdual representations of
the original theory. An interesting duality between these
duality symmetric actions has been reported recently [7].
It is easy to visualize how the internal space effectively
unifies the selfduality concept in the different 4k+2 and
4k dimensions. The dual field is now defined to include
the internal index (α, β) in the fashion,
F˜α =
{
ǫαβ∗F β , if D = 4k
σ
αβ
1
∗F β, if D = 4k + 2
(3)
where σk are the usual Pauli matrices and ǫαβ is the
fully antisymmetric 2×2 matrix with ǫ12 = 1. Now, irre-
spective of the dimensionality, the double dual operation
yields,
˜˜
F = F (4)
which generalizes (1). Although the notion of selfdual-
ity is now well define in all D=2k+2 dimensions, it is
quite evident that it behaves differently in the twice even
and twice odd cases. This can be seen equivalently from
the duality groups (2) or from the actions that originate
them, which leads us directly to the second problem men-
tioned above.
Indeed the dichotomy (2) seems to be of much deeper
physical origin, since it attributes different group struc-
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tures to distinct dimensions. However, an important ob-
servation has been made in [5,8] that calls for the uni-
fication of the duality groups for all even dimensions.
The meaningful point to observe is that duality symme-
try is not restricted to string and field theories, but is
also present in the simple one dimensional oscillator. It
is precisely the dual symmetry hidden in this system that
permeates to all field theoretical examples. The two du-
ality symmetric actions induced by the field redefinition
behave, both classically and quantically, as 2-dimensional
chiral oscillators of opposite signatures. These systems
display the usual SO(2) symmetry that characterizes the
4k dimensions. However, we have also identified a Z2
transformation, typical of 4k+2 dimensions, that swaps
the two chiral oscillators. It is at this stage that the
soldering formalism becomes important. The idea of sol-
dering, introduced by Stone, is the natural framework
to fuse together different aspects of a symmetry and the
fields that represent it. By soldering these two systems
together, we have found a new one that naturally incor-
porates both the discrete and the continuous groups into
the same system: the 2-dimensional oscillator. This re-
sult breaks with the usual lore represented by (2). As
mentioned in [5], since the soldered 2-dimensional oscil-
lator manifests both these symmetries its corresponding
group is O(2). The soldering formalism has led therefore
to a new unifying structure. The extension of this pro-
cedure to higher even dimensions has been presented in
[8] with analogous results. Incidentally, the manifestly
duality symmetric actions found in [8] were also shown
to be Lorentz invariant. It is important to mention that
although the soldering of SO(2) with Z2 into the O(2)
group, together with the master action that carries its
representation clearly makes it manifest the presence of
both group structures, the understanding of the physical
nature of this phenomenon, once again, becomes clouded
by the technical details behind the formalism. In a recent
report [9], the double group structure mentioned above
was also revealed, not at the level of the master action but
in the individual linearized lagrangean by exploiting the
language of modes and the nature of the one-dimensional
complex oscillator.
It is the main goal of this paper to study the dimen-
sional dependence of the duality groups. The miscon-
ceptions discussed above are shown to be related. The
dimensional dependence of the duality groups (2), re-
veals a residual manifestation of the initial problem (1)
after incorporating the internal space. In this regard
the emergence of two new concepts are of fundamental
importance. In fact our results unveil the existence of
another two-dimensional structure. We call this second
two-dimensional space as the external duality space, for
reasons that will become clear as we progress. Once the
transformations in the external duality space are taken
into account, this new unifying concept, together with
the internal duality space, will clearly reveal the simulta-
neous presence of Z2 and SO(2) as the duality groups in
all even dimensional cases, generalizing (2). The group
structure for each D=2k+2 will depend now from which
space, internal or external, the duality is being consid-
ered. The duality group dependence with distinct di-
mensions will be shown to be given as,
(i) D=4k+2
Gd =
{
Z2, for internal duality
SO(2), for external duality
(5)
(i) D=4k
Gd =
{
Z2, for external duality
SO(2), for internal duality
(6)
It is an interesting result that the duality group depen-
dence with the dimensionality coming from the exter-
nal space is intertwined with respect to the dependence
coming from the internal space. We can effectively iden-
tify the intertwining operation as a duality of the duality
groups,
internal duality : Z2 ⇐⇒ external duality : SO(2)
internal duality : SO(2)⇐⇒ external duality : Z2
Although the internal duality space had been discov-
ered without a systematic derivation, to disclose the pres-
ence of the hidden external duality space, such a re-
course is essential. The systematic derivation of the 2-
dimensional internal space presented in [5,8] is here ex-
tended to disclose to external space as well. In section II
we present this technique, here called dual projection1,
that defines the variables of the internal space and fea-
tures the presence of a kernel. The residual group prop-
erty (2) is clearly shown to originate from a two-fold prop-
erty of the kernels, that is dimensionally dependent. Al-
though the use of local kernels is more traditional, nonlo-
cal kernels are more appropriate for our purposes, leading
to nonlocal actions. They will be carefully reviewed. In
Section 3 we generalize the dual projection in order to
include to external space. We will see then how the pres-
ence of this new space allows for a generalization of the
kernels structure, producing a unification of the group
structure. However, the new freedom introduced by the
kernels will produce a surprising result.
II. DUAL PROJECTION AND INTERNAL SPACE
The dual projection operation, that systematically dis-
closes the internal duality space of any theory in D-
dimensions, will also be important to unhide the presence
1The dual projection is the natural extension to higher di-
mensions of the 2D chiral projection, introduced earlier [10]
to study the coupling of chiral bosons to gravity.
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of the 2-dim external duality space, to be discussed in the
next section. In this section this operation is quickly dis-
cussed. The distinction of the duality groups is manifest,
in the dual projection approach by the following con-
struction. The first-order action for a free field theory is,
in general, given as
L = Π · Φ˙−
1
2
Π ·Π−
1
2
∂Φ · ∂Π (7)
with Π and Φ being generic free fields in D dimensions
and ∂ an appropriate differential operator. For visual
simplicity we omit all tensor and space-time indices de-
scribing the fields, unless a specific example is considered.
The parity of ∂ has a particularly interesting dependence
with the dimensionality,
P (∂) =
{
+1, if D = 4k
−1, if D = 4k + 2
(8)
where parity is defined as,∫
Φ · ∂Ψ = P (∂)
∫
∂Φ ·Ψ (9)
Take for instance the specific cases of 2 and 4 dimensions
where ∂ is defined as,
∂ =
{
∂x, if D = 2
ǫkmn∂n, if D = 4
(10)
which we recognize as odd and even parity respectively.
The internal space is disclosed by a suitable field redef-
inition as (Φ , Π) → (A+ , A−) that is dimensionally
dependent,
Φ→ A+ +A−
Π→ η (∂A+ − ∂A−) (11)
with η = ± defining the signature of the duality symmet-
ric action. The effect of the dual projection (11) into the
first order action is manifest as,
L = η
(
A˙ασ
αβ
3 ∂Aβ + A˙αǫ
αβ∂Aβ
)
− ∂Aα · ∂Aα (12)
We can appreciate the impact of the dimensionality over
the structure of the internal space, and the role of the
operator’s parity in determining the appropriate group
for each dimension. For twice odd dimension the dual
projection produces the diagonalization of the first-order
action into chiral actions, while for twice even dimen-
sions, the result is either a self or an anti-selfdual action,
depending on the sign of η,
L =
{
ηA˙ασ
αβ
3 ∂Aβ − ∂Aα · ∂Aα, if D = 4k + 2
ηA˙αǫ
αβ∂Aβ − ∂Aα · ∂Aα, if D = 4k
(13)
By inspection on the above actions one finds that while
the first is duality symmetric under the discrete Z2, the
second is invariant under the continuous one-parameter
group SO(2). This is in accord with general discussion
based on algebraic methods [11]. In fact, using the choice
of operators in (10) we easily find that the D=2 case de-
scribes a right and a left Floreanini-Jackiw chiral actions
[12] if we identify Φ with a scalar field,
L = ηA˙ασ
αβ
3 A
′
β −A
′
α ·A
′
α (14)
The second case, on the other hand, describes either self-
dual or anti-selfdual Schwarz-Sen actions, according to
the signature of η,
L = ηϕ˙αk ǫ
αβB
β
k −B
α
k · B
α
k (15)
if we identify Φ with a vector field, Φ → ϕαk and ∂Φ →
ǫkmn∂mϕ
α
n = B
α
k , with B
α
k being the magnetic field.
The general discussion above discloses, in full general-
ity, that the dependence of the duality group with dimen-
sion is controlled by the parity of ∂. This is an important
observation that will help us to unhide the presence of
the second duality space, responsible for the extension of
both duality groups to all even dimensions. It is essential
in what follows, to examine the possibility of a nonlocal
projection, since this language is more appropriated for
the global nature of the problem. Therefore, consider the
following dual projection,
Φ(x)→
∫
K(x, y) [A+(y) +A−(y)] dy
Π(x)→ η (A+(x) −A−(x)) (16)
where the symbols introduced are self-explanatory. The
kernel of the projection is chosen so as to satisfy
∂ ·K(x, y) = δ (x− y) (17)
The redefinition of variables induced by this dual projec-
tion gives,
L = η
∫
dxdy
{
A˙αKσ
αβ
3 A
β + A˙αKǫαβAβ
}
−AαAα
(18)
To satisfy (17), the local and nonlocal kernel’s parity
must be the same, i.e., P (K) = (−1)
D
2 . Once again the
parity of the kernels is the two-fold property responsible
ultimately for the dimensional dependence of the groups
displayed by Eq.(2).
It interesting to identify here the nonlocal formulation
for the FJ model if, for D=2 the kernel is chosen as,
K(x− y) =
1
2
ǫ(x− y) (19)
that clearly satisfy (17). On the other hand, if, in the
D=4 case, we define the kernel so that,
∂kKmn(~x − ~y) =
1
2
ǫkmnδ(~x− ~y) (20)
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then (18) corresponds to a nonlocal formulation of the
Schwarz-Sen model,
S = η
∫ ∫
d4x d4y
{
A˙αm(x)Kkm(~x− ~y)ǫ
αβAβn(y)
}
−
∫
d4x Aαk (x)A
α
k (x) (21)
The use of the mapping,
Aαk → ǫkmn∂mϕ
α
n (22)
makes contact with its local version, described by a vector
potential ϕαk .
Certainly, here too what is to be regarded as important
in defining the appropriate group of duality is the parity
of the kernel, so that the duality group in D=4k+2 is
again Z2 while that of D=4k is SO(2) accordingly to the
parity of the kernel being Odd or Even. Notice that these
are the only choices that do not violate condition (17).
Clearly the present status in quo does not allow for an
unification of the duality groups for all even dimensions.
However, as shown by the soldering formalism, it is possi-
ble to solder together the two groups into a larger group.
We shown next how a deep unifying structure emerges
in the form of a new two-dimensional duality space that
solves this conflict.
III. DUAL PROJECTION AND EXTERNAL
SPACE
Let us now study the origin and the consequences of the
external duality space, that is responsible for the unifica-
tion of the duality groups and the phenomenon of duality
of the duality groups. To disclose such structure we intro-
duce ad hoc a two-dimensional basis, {eˆa(k, x), a = 1, 2},
with (k,x) being conjugate variables and the orthonor-
malization condition given as,∫
dx eˆa(k, x)eˆb(k
′, x) = δabδ(k, k
′) (23)
We choose the vectors in the basis to be eigenvectors of
the Laplacian, ∇2 = ∂ · ∂,
∇2eˆa(k, x) = λ
2(k)eˆa(k, x) (24)
The action of ∂ over the eˆa(k, x) basis is
∂ · eˆa(k, x) = λ(k)Mabeˆb(k, x) (25)
that together with definition (24) gives2
M˜ ·M = I (26)
2Here we use the matricial notation where
(
M˜
)
ab
= Mba.
Using this basis to represent the elementary fields,
Φ(x) =
∫
dk qa(k) eˆa(k, x)
Π(x) =
∫
dk pa(k) eˆa(k, x) (27)
with qa and pa being the expansion coefficients, leads us
to a representation of the action as a two-dimensional
oscillator,
S =
∫
dk
{
paq˙a −
1
2
papa −
λ2
2
qaqa
}
(28)
Let us introduce the dual projection
qa(k)→ κab
(
A
(+)
b (k) +A
(−)
b (k)
)
pa(k)→ ηλ
(
A(+)a (k)−A
(−)
a (k)
)
(29)
Here the indices of the oscillator’s coordinates qa, char-
acterize the external duality space, justifying its name.
The α, β = ± indices characterizes, correspondingly the
internal duality space. The parameter η = ± gives the
signature that characterizes the actions as (anti)self dual
and κkm is the cherished kernel, now defined in the exter-
nal space whose parity is responsible for the emergence of
a surprising new result. The effect of the dual projection
(29) over (28) is,
Lη =
∫
λ
{
ηAαaσ
αβ
3 κabA˙
β
b + ηA
α
a ǫ
αβκabA˙
β
b − λA
α
aA
α
a
}
(30)
The impact of the kernel’s parity, as the two-fold prop-
erty responsible for the dichotomy of the duality group
concept, once again becomes evident, leading to two dis-
tinct duality symmetric actions. Using the dimensional
dependence given in (8), P (κ) = (−1)
D
2 gives,
(i) For D=4k
LEη =
∫
λ
{
ηAαa ǫ
αβκEabA˙
β
b − λA
α
aA
α
a
}
(31)
(ii) For D=4k+2
LOη =
∫
λ
{
ηAαaσ
αβ
3 κ
O
abA˙
β
b − λA
α
aA
α
a
}
(32)
just like in (13). The point of departure here is the pres-
ence of two duality spaces. So the structure of the group
will depend on which set of indices we are examining the
duality. For the internal space, D=4k+2 gives a Z2 group
while the D=4k case displays a SO(2). For the external
space, we find just the opposite result. These findings
are expressed in (5) and (6). Observe that the group
structure of the internal and external spaces are clearly
complementary. It is important to notice that this result
is not dependent on our choice of basis, expressed in (23).
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Although this choice for the external space basis would
be justified only by the final results, we were guided here
by our experience in soldering the representations of the
SO(2) and Z2 groups by 2-dimensional chiral oscillators.
Notice, in this respect, that the dimensionality of the
external space is however unique. It is dictated by the
fact that a field may be represented by a collection of 1-
dimensional oscillators and consequently, as seen in [5],
as 2-dim chiral oscillators of opposite signature.
Now comes a crucial observation. Let us recall that
these duality symmetric actions were found for arbitrary
dimensions. Let us also recall that in functional space the
kernel’s parity are restrict by the rule P (K) = P (∂) =
(−1)
D
2 , irrespective of being the dual projection a local
or nonlocal one. However the kernel κ defined in the ex-
ternal space does not need to satisfy this rule. Therefore,
unlike (12) or (18), the actions (31) and (32) are valid for
all D=2k+2 dimensions. This generalizes the groups in
(5) and (6) to,
GEd =
{
Z2, for internal duality
SO(2), for external duality
(33)
GOd =
{
Z2, for external duality
SO(2), for internal duality
(34)
for all D=2k+2 dimensions. Here GEd and G
O
d originates
from LE and LO respectively. This is a new result that
shows that at all even dimensions both internal and ex-
ternal indices manifest both the Z2 and the SO(2) groups,
in agreement with the findings of [8].
In fact a new structure is illuminated leading to a new
symmetry. Making the following choices of kernels, in
terms of Pauli matrices
κ =
{
κE = σ3
κO = ǫ
(35)
the even and odd actions above become
LEη =
∫
λ
{
ηAαa ǫ
αβσ3abA˙
β
b − λA
α
aA
α
a
}
(36)
LOη =
∫
λ
{
ηAαaσ
αβ
3 ǫabA˙
β
b − λA
α
aA
α
a
}
(37)
It is interesting to observe that a new duality has been
developed between the internal and the external spaces
for this special choice of kernels. Indeed observe that by
making the switch
{α, β} ⇐⇒ {a, b} (38)
then
LO ⇐⇒ LE (39)
This is a new phenomenon where the odd and even dual-
ity actions switch roles as the two-dimensional spaces get
exchanged. We call it as a duality of the duality actions.
Certainly, the roles of the duality groups with respect
to their dependence with internal and external variables
also get switched.
IV. CONCLUSION
The extension of the selfduality concept from D=4k+2
to all D=2k+2 dimensions was an important step to ex-
tend the duality symmetry from the Hamiltonian to La-
grangian level. A fundamental concept in this realiza-
tion was the identification of a naturally defined inter-
nal, two-dimensional structure in the space of potentials.
The origin of this structure is traceable to the symme-
try of the equations of motion and the Bianchi identity,
dF = d∗F = 0. Since both of these relations are closed,
each one of them call for the presence of a local poten-
tial, that form the basis for the internal space. However
at the Lagrangian level, selfduality is manifest differently
in distinct dimensions. There is a clear two-fold depen-
dence with dimension that boils down to different groups
for twice even and twice odd cases. From the simple ex-
ercise of soldering, however it becomes clear that the two
group structures have a common representation.
The search for the unification led us to examine the
origins of the different duality actions and groups. Since
these actions are derivable from the dual projection, the
origin of this difference is traceable to the parity prop-
erty of the kernel involved in the projection. This gives a
clear indication of another hidden two-dimensional struc-
ture called as external duality space. The inclusion of the
external duality space generalizes the kernel involved in
the dual projection. Different duality symmetric actions
were disclosed, displaying either Z2 or SO(2) symmetry,
depending on the kernel’s parity. Unlike the functional
case, the kernel’s parity of the dual projection including
the external variables was shown not to be dimensionally
dependent. Therefore both duality groups are present, ir-
respective of the dimension being twice even or odd. Also
worth of mention is the presence of an interesting duality
between the internal and external duality space for some
special kernels. This is a new result that deserves further
investigation.
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